Accessory Parts / Adjusting Bolts

Part Number | Material | Surface Treatment
--- | --- | ---
JBS201 | PFSSPH | Chromium Polished
JBS301 | JBS50 | Polished Chromium
JBS401 | JBS601 | SPCC, Trivalent Chromate
JBS402 | JBS602 | SPCC

Adjusting Bolts

Part Number | Color | Message
--- | --- | ---
JBS202 | 0 | Green: 8.8 Class Bolt
JBS401 | 0 | N: 8.8 Class Bolt
JBS404 | 0 | H: SS 8.8 Class Bolt
JBS405 | 0 | L Standard
JBS406 | 0 | L Standard
JBS407 | 0 | L Standard
JBS408 | 0 | L Standard

Wheel-Conveyor Assembly / Connecting Parts

Part Number | Likeness Length | N (Wheel Qty.)
--- | --- | ---
PFSSPH | 2400 | 55
PFSSPHF | 2400 | 55

Accessory Parts

- Part Number: JBS201, JBS301, JBS401
- Material: PFSSPH, JBS50, JBS601, JBS602
- Surface Treatment: Chromium Polished, Spcc, Trivalent Chromate

Adjusting Bolts

- Part Number: JBS202, JBS401, JBS404, JBS405, JBS406, JBS407, JBS408
- Color: Green: 8.8 Class Bolt, N: 8.8 Class Bolt, H: SS 8.8 Class Bolt, L Standard

Connecting Parts

- Part Number: JBS501A, JBS504A, JBS505A, JBS506A, JBS507A, JBS508A
- Color: Green: 8.8 Class Bolt, N: 8.8 Class Bolt, H: SS 8.8 Class Bolt, L Standard

Wheel Qty. Configurable

- Part Number: PFSSPH, PFSSPHF
- Color: PFSSPH: 510; PFSSPHF: 510

Order by THA: 16:00, SGP: 12:00, MYS: 15:00

2-Way Drop*

- Type: 2-Way Drop
- Material: SPCC
- Surface Treatment: Trivalent Chromate
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